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About
I have a multidisciplinary skill set that integrates creative knowledge 

with technical and design expertise. I master the best and most 

current design tools in the industry alongside having a strong 

understanding of and ability to perceive human nature and human 

behavior. I’m a critical thinker with an open mind, a communicator 

and a facilitator.


I also know myself as a qualified developer. I can write plugins for 

the Sketch app, implement my designs to HTML/CSS/JS, and I have 

enough knowledge about back-end development, mobile application 

development, and data model design.
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Contact
keivan.sina@gmail.com


+60 137186149



http://k1sina.ir


https://www.linkedin.com/in/k1sina/


https://dribbble.com/k1sina


https://stackoverflow.com/users/3754963/keivan-sina


https://github.com/k1sina
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SKILLS
GATHERING USER DATA, INTERVIEWS


TASK FLOWS, USER JOURNEYS, SCENARIOS


SITE MAPS, CONTENT INVENTORIES


SCREEN FLOWS, NAVIGATION MODELS


WIREFRAMES, SKETCHES


RAPID PROTOTYPING, INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPES


FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS


USABILITY TESTING


HIGH-FIDELITY VISUAL DESIGN


HTML5, CSS3, JAVASCRIPT, PHP
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Experience
IRSA   UX Designer • Product Designer 


From:    10/2018    -    To:    09/2019


Irantalent.com   UX Designer • Product Designer


From:   12/2017    -    To:    09/2018


Keylid Talaee    UX / UI Designer • Developer • Team Lead


From:    12/2015    -    To:    12/2017


RM Innovation    UX / UI Designer • Developer • Team Lead


From:    04/2015    -    To:    12/2015


Infotech International    UX / UI Designer • Developer • Team Lead


From:    10/2013    -    To:    05/2015
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PROCESS
1. Empathise


Intervieews, Shadowing, Seek to understand, Non-judgmental


2. Define (the Problem)


Personas, Role objectives, Decisions, Challenges, Pain-points


3. Ideate


Share ideas, All ideas worthy, Diverge/Converge, “Yes, and” 
thinking, Prioritize


4. Prototype


Mockups, Storyboarding, Keep it simple, Fail fast, iterate quickly


5. Test


Understand impedimets, What works?, Role play, Iterate quickly

I always try to follow the user-centered 

design and design thinking principles in my 

workflow. It helps me to think about 

problems analytically and show the 

stakeholders the process progress and 

negotiate with them in a defined context. It is 

important to note that the five stages are not 

always sequential — they do not have to 

follow any specific order and they can often 

occur in parallel and be repeated iteratively. 

As such, the stages should be understood as 

different modes that contribute to a project, 

rather than sequential steps.
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Case

Studies
There is quite a vast list of projects that I have worked on since I started my


career. This is a selection of my best and most recent UX work that I have done.


The projects are relevant for their industry and devices.



Keivan Sina | Summer 2019

Case Study
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Introduction

"Safar Market" is a product of IRSA Company which is a marketplace for travel agencies to 

provide flight tickets, hotel reservations, tour reservations, etc.



“IRSA” as sole partner of IATI in Iran is a B2B online travel solutions provider. It specializes 

in providing complete online services, enabling seamless and fast communication 

between travel product suppliers and sellers such as travel agents and tour operators.
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PRoblem

IRSA company has about 10-years of experience in B2B services in the tourism field. They 

had a vast range of connections with agencies and tourism companies. They decided to 

announce their first B2C product called “SafarMarket.com”. The main purpose of 

SafarMarket.com is to be a marketplace for agencies to provide their services. There were 

9 types of products with different parameters, attributes, and functionality provided by 

agencies. We needed a robust marketplace with a uniform functionality to provide their 

services decently. The project should be designed for the website, responsive, android, 

and ios.
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Situation

We worked as a 2-designers team. About 5 developers were ready to kick-off the project. 

So we had about 1 month to do research and design screenshots to deliver. We had to 

deliver some screenshots to developers as soon as possible in order to start the 

development step. Also, some parts of our product have the same elements. Therefore, 

the need for a design system was strongly felt in the project.
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Some Data

Travels by iranians

millions113 
Population of Iran

millions80 

0.1% Foreign Travels

,000116

99.9% Domestic Travels

,000112,300

Average of spending per travel

,000,000 IRR28

Average of spending per travel

,000,000 IRR1



Some Data

of iranian travelers

Main Foreign Destinations

1. Turkey 

2. Iraq

3. Saudi Arabia

4. UAE

5. Azerbaijan

6. Georgia

7. Bahrain

24%

19%

17%

9%

7%

5%

3%

14
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Some Data

Travel Agencies in Iran

,00028
Online Travel Agencies

,0002

Offline Travel Agencies

,00026
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Interviews

Conducting interviews is essential in gathering information, throughout the years I’ve 

learned that the better you get at this the more useful the information will be. Knowing 

how to structure your questions, how to listen and how to be grateful is the key.



I conducted about 8 interviews by stakeholders, agencies, and users to understand their 

pain points and their needs.
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Kick-off Meetings

We conducted some kick-off meetings to discuss the features and the future of the 

product. We cleared the business journeys and set the priority of every feature and sub 

product. We considered our resource limitations including time and human resources.
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SOLUTIONS

Based on my research, there are some websites throughout the world providing a 

marketplace in which agencies and tourism service providers can offer their services with 

different fees. It helps unknown agencies to be more visible in the market and prevent 

them to be deprecated.


We should design a comprehensive website that has the capacity to provide different 

services in a seamless user interface.
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SOLUTIONS

I broke down the services into 9 fields:


• Flight


• Hotel


• Tour


• Bus


• Train


• Transfer


• Visa


• Insurance


• Tour Leader



Then I asked the project manager to sort them by priority. In this way, we could break the 

workload into some phases. We researched every section in its turn and we could focus 

on every section.



ARGET
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WHO GONNA USE

SafarMarket’s target users: “Everyone who want to travel”, those


age ranges from 15 to 55.

Teenagers
15-19

I want to help my parents to arrange a good 

trip for us.

Young Users
20-29

I don’t have enough time to search for an 

affordable trip price.

Middle-class Family
30-55

I should set a journey for my family.
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Competitive Analysis

Competitive analysis is used to evaluate how a given product’s competition stacks up 

against usability standards and overall user experience, it also helps understand how the 

major competition in your space is handling usability.



I did some research about the websites which are similar to our functionality. I observed 

and listed all of their features for future decisions. Here are some websites from which I 

extracted features:



    • https://www.skyscanner.com/


    • https://www.kayak.com/


    • https://www.wego.com/


    • https://www..momondo.com/
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WHO PROVIDE SAME THING

ServicesCompany Description

It focused on flights, hotels, and cars. they have both 

transfer and car rental in a single section. When you 

click on the car section, you can choose between 

transfer and car rental.

A very clear and tidy website focusing on just two 

products. When you search a flight on wego, it 

automatically opens another tab and searches a 

hotel for you. this feature has some prons and cons.

A Booking.com’s product! It focused on flight, hotel, 

and car rental. they do not have a transfer. instead, 

they offer car rental. When you search in car rental 

section, it redirects you to rentalcar.com

It is a downsized website of KAYAK. both of them 

belong to Booking.com. You should be so brave to 

choose this different UI.
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
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Sketches

A prototype that is sketchy and incomplete, that 

has some characteristics of the target product 

but is otherwise simple, usually in order to quickly 

produce the prototype and test broad concepts.



I drew some sketches for pages and journeys 

which needed to be clear at first.
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Sketches 2
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Wireframe - Home

At the home page, once the user chooses her/his needed 

service, the relevant fields reveals and the user should enter 

her/his data. We designed this page like other travel websites 

because the user has experience working with them. at the 

below of inputs, we placed some banners to promote our other 

services on promotions. Also, we put a counter of today’s visits 

to demonstrate our product breadth. We placed our lastest blog 

post and our business partners’ logos.
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Wireframe - Flight List

Once user searches, she/he can see the list of available flights. 

Users can expand the cards and see the details. in the expanded 

card, the user can see the agencies providing that card also the 

detail of flight is accessible in the expanded card.
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Wireframe - Redirect

When users select the desired flight and agency, 

a page will show to check whether the ticket is 

still available or not. This page shows the user 

what website it is redirecting to.




We have 9 products which are approximately like 

these wireframes. so I brought just these 

wireframes.
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User Flow

A person’s experience during one session of 

using a website or application, consisting of the 

series of actions performed to achieve a 

particular goal is called a user journey. We use 

this technique to identify and catalog all 

interactions that the user might have with the 

platform.
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PErsonas

It’s vital in project’s development to have a well-defined audience, that will ensure that all 

of the design, functionality and content decisions are targeting the right people, there are 

many business examples that have failed because of not understanding their audience.



After figuring out who the audience of the project is, I normally build the personas. This is 

similar to shaping a piece of clay. By doing this I’m creating a clear image of who the user 

in our audience is.



I have created various personas but there are two important personas who make up the 

majority of our audiences. I address them as two examples of my personas.
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Personas 2
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Visual Design

The visual design maximizes the aesthetic, information-conveying capabilities of graphics 

and text. It’s actually a subdiscipline within the UX process, contributing to UI Design, 

information design, and graphic design.



We designed about 320 pages for desktop version website, responsive website, android 

version, and iOS version. The design team collaborates by means of a sketch version 

control tool called “Plant”. After approving each page, we uploaded the page on “Zeplin” to 

facilitate developers’ workflow.
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Visual Design - Concept ver. 1
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Visual Design - concept ver. 1
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Visual Design - Flight Home
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Visual Design - Flight List
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Visual Design - Mobile
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Visual Design - Mobile
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Visual Design

As I mentioned before, we designed over 

300 pages in 9 products and 3 

categories:


    - Desktop Website


    - Responsive Website


    - Mobile Application



I bring just a few samples of our 

screenshots.
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Design System

After delivering the first phase of the project, I had enough time to make a design system 
for this project. I followed atomic design principles and made all parts of the project to 
multi-layer components. I reduced the sketch file size by 80% (before: ~350Mb, after: 
~70Mb).



I created a separate sketch file as the library of the main project comprised of all atoms, 
molecules, organisms, templates, and pages.
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Typograpy
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Color Guidline
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Icons
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Buttons

I designed all types of buttons in 2 sizes 

and different styles.


Also, I designed both right-to-left and 

left-to-right styles.



All buttons of the project are an instance 

of these buttons.
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Inputs
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Switches
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Visual Design

In order to make good decisions about both design and implementation, you need data about how 

people use designs, and the only way of gathering this data is through usability testing.



I made the product prototype using “Sketch Prototype Tool” and conduct about 15 usability testing 

sessions to make sure that every section is understandable and easy-access for the audiences. I 

refined some features and navigations after the usability test.



ndE
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Introduction

"Iran Salary" is a product of www.irantalent.com



The most important purpose of IranSalary is creating an algorithm that provides a 

reasonable salary based on essential factors such as location, work experience, size of 

the company and...



Having knowledge of average salary for all people in all surveys helps them decide to 

improve their business or pay a fair salary and eventually plan their future.
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PRoblem

Irantalent.com used to publish a comprehensive report about employee’s salaries for 5 

years. This report was available in PDF format for free via the irantalent.com website. 

They also sell hard-copy of the report for a low price. The board management decided to 

have some revenue by making these reports as an online tool in which both employers 

and employees can satisfy their needs related to their salaries or their employees’ 

salaries.
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Situation

The problem seemed to be quite straightforward: “make income by making the product 

online.” But I had to make some decisions about features, functionality, and priority of 

every feature.



Another affecting parameter was the time. We had not enough time to do good-quality 

research and do every user experience design process steps carefully. We had just 2 

months to launch the first stage of the product from scratch. In fact, at that time, the team 

who was working on this product consists of a product owner and me.
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Interviews

Conducting interviews is essential in gathering 

information, throughout the years I’ve learned 

that the better you get at this the more useful 

the information will be. Knowing how to 

structure your questions, how to listen and how 

to be grateful is the key.



I conducted about 10 semi-structured interviews 

by employees and employers to understand the 

problem space and find out their needs and their 

goals in terms of their salaries and their 

employees’ salaries. This helped me to explore 

different problems & go deep down into a few 

major issues that they currently face.
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Brainstorming Meetings

We conducted several brainstorming meetings in which we firm up the product and its 

features. In these sessions, we discussed the priority of features for users and the 

business. We considered our resource limitations including time and human resources. 

We created the business lean canvas and investigated potential revenues and 

opportunities.
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SOLUTIONS

Because of our tight schedule, I had to make short every step in the first phase. In a short 

period, I decided to implement the first phase with HTML, CSS, and Angular; because at 

that time, we did not have any developer to implement it.



I divide the whole project into 3 main phase:


    Early launch with some basic features


    Employee section


    Employer section



After that, I divide every phase to some sub-phases.
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WHO GONNA USE

IranSalary’s target users: 

Employee
18-50

Employees who want to know their fair salary 

in Iran, those age ranges from 15 to 55

Employer
30-60

Employers who want to know how much 

should they pay to their employees. 
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Competitive Analysis

Competitive analysis is used to evaluate how a given product’s competition stacks up 

against usability standards and overall user experience, it also helps understand how the 

major competition in your space is handling usability.



I did some research about the websites which are similar to our functionality. Here are 

some websites from which I extracted features:



    https://www.glassdoor.com


    https://www.payscale.com/


    https://www.indeed.com


    https://www.careerexplorer.com/
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
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Sketches

A prototype that is sketchy and incomplete, that 

has some characteristics of the target product 

but is otherwise simple, usually in order to quickly 

produce the prototype and test broad concepts.



I have designed most of the pages and presented 

them in brainstorming meetings to ensure all the 

needed pages are perfect in functionality.
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Sketches 2
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User Flow

A person’s experience during one session of 

using a website or application, consisting of the 

series of actions performed to achieve a 

particular goal is called a user journey. We use 

this technique to identify and catalog all 

interactions that the user might have with the 

platform.
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PErsonas

It’s vital in project’s development to have a well-defined audience, that will ensure that all 

of the design, functionality and content decisions are targeting the right people, there are 

many business examples that have failed because of not understanding their audience.



After figuring out who the audience of the project is, I normally build the personas. This is 

similar to shaping a piece of clay. By doing this I’m creating a clear image of who the user 

in our audience is.



I have created various personas but there are two important personas who make up the 

majority of our audiences. I address them as two examples of my personas.
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Personas 2
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Personas 2
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Visual Design

The visual design maximizes the aesthetic, information-conveying capabilities of graphics 

and text. It’s actually a subdiscipline within the UX process, contributing to UI Design, 

information design, and graphic design.



I designed two versions of visual design. One of them was more creative but hard in 

Implementation. The other one had a simpler layout and elements. I presented both of 

them and after some meetings, we decided to implement the second one. This approach 

helped stakeholders to have the choice to select one of them.
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Visual Design - Concept ver. 1
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Visual Design - Employee Dashboard
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Visual Design - Employee Compare
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Visual Design - Employee Profile
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Visual Design - Wizard
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Visual Design

In order to make good decisions about both 

design and implementation, you need data 

about how people use designs, and the only way 

of gathering this data is through usability 

testing.



I made the product prototype using “Sketch 

Prototype Tool” and conduct about 15 usability 

testing sessions to make sure that every section 

is understandable and easy-access for the 

audiences. I refined some features and 

navigations after the usability test.
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After Launch

Because of our agile approach, I launched our product in 3 months. At the beginning life of 

our product, I installed Hotjar and set up it. I was watching the recorded videos every day 

and trace the heatmaps and funnels regularly. We were modifying our features iteratively 

to have decent usability.
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